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Introduction
Over the past two decades, bilateral and multilateral 
donor organizations are increasingly pressured to better 
communicate their commitments, disbursements, and 
activities in recipient countries. The aid transparency 
movement, spearheaded by several key actors, including 
the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI), 
Publish What You Fund (PWYF) and researchers 
at organizations like the Overseas Development 
Institute (ODI) and AidData, have pushed for more 
consistent, coherent, and comprehensive data and 
information on project level aid commitments and 
disbursements. In doing so, these organizations have 
somewhat succeeded in opening the floodgates of aid 
information. Information on aid commitments and 
disbursements can be accessed through several sites, 
including the IATI website, AidData, the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) 
Creditor Reporting System (CRS), and organizations’ 
own websites. 

However, in this onslaught and deluge of data, how 
consistent, comprehensive, and of what quality are 
the data reported? Are researchers and interested 
parties able to understand a bilateral or multilateral 
organization’s portfolio of activities within a single 
country? Do all sites where such information is 
available have the same data and information? Further, 
do donors themselves report such information on their 
websites? PWYF’s annual Aid Transparency Index 
(ATI) “assesses organizations’ overall commitment to 
transparency as well as the information they publish 
at the organization level and for individual activities.”2   
Building off their methodology, we narrowly focus on 
assessing transparency in climate change and disaster 
risk reduction related funding. 

Transparency in climate finance is an important part of 
international climate change agreements but remains a 
challenge. These include a lack of agreement on climate-
related definitions and methodology and inconsistency 
in availability of project level information.3.4 Without 
uniformity in methodology and implementation of 
standards in transparency, it is difficult to measure 

the world's progress towards the $100 billion per year 
commitment to additional funding (in addition to 
existing Official Development Assistance (ODA)) for 
climate change projects by 2020 and to hold Annex I 
countries accountable for their commitments under 
the 2015 United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris Agreement.5 Past 
climate change agreements have included structures 
and procedures for transparency. The 2010 Cancun 
agreement required developed countries (Annex 
1 countries) to report their greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and financial resources committed to climate 
change in biennial reports.6 The Paris agreement now 
requires developing countries to submit biennial 
reports as well as make data on received climate change 
financing available. The Capacity-building Initiative 
for Transparency (CBIT), a special committee created 
under the auspices of the 2015 agreement and funded by 
the Global Environmental Facility (GEF), is designed 
to help perform a global stock-take of emissions and 
climate change funding and help countries ratchet 
up their ambitions.7 Currently, several sites, like the 
Climate Funds Update (CFU)8, specifically track 
financial commitments towards climate change- 
related issues. However, information reported on such 
sites is often at the national or fund level and cannot 
be disaggregated to understand project level activities 
or relevance. 

Research under the Climate Change and African 
Political Stability (CCAPS) and Complex Emergencies 
and Political Stability in Asia (CEPSA) programs have 
focused on assessing the climate relevance of ODA 
projects and programs. By doing so, these research 
programs evaluated if donor objectives, and thus their 
programs, were changing to address climate change 
related priorities or if it was business as usual. This 
is an important first step in understanding whether 
the ‘additionality’ requirement of climate funding is 
being met. Having applied an adapted methodology 
for Bangladesh (where in addition to evaluating the 
climate change relevance of projects, we also evaluated 
for disaster risk reduction relevance)9 we found that 
project level documentation could only be found for 
42% of the 801 projects.10 Without adequate project 
documentation (i.e., at the very least, more than a short 
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description), independent evaluations and verifications 
of donor commitments and activities become difficult. 
The unavailability of more detailed information on 
projects and activities resulted in a series of questions 
that are important to the climate finance transparency 
agenda but also to the aid transparency debate writ 
large. Where can the most accurate and up to date 
information on commitments be found? Is there an 
authoritative source? Do these sources differ in their 
statistics and data? Can these various information 
sources (i.e., IATI, AidData, OECD CRS, or donor 
websites) be independently corroborated? 

We address these important questions by examining 
the availability, consistency, quality, and quantity 
of aid information. Building on the ATI approach 
and methodology, we focus on assessing project 
information available for climate change adaptation 
(CCA) and disaster risk reduction (DRR). We narrow 
the geographical focus to concentrate on the CEPSA 
study area11 and five major donors, including the 
World Bank (WB), the Asian Development Bank 
(AsDB), the Japanese International Cooperation 
Agency (JICA), the United Kingdom Department for 
International Development (DfID), and the United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID).  

Methodology
We approach these questions in two phases. The first 
phase compares available project-level aid information 
for our 11 countries and five donors from different 
sources, like the IATI registry and AidData. We 
compare IATI and AidData derived data with official 
donor websites and related sources. 

Comparing Sources
Multilateral, bilateral, and private donors are 
increasingly reporting their commitments to external 
organizations, as required or encouraged by their 
international commitments or aid watchdogs. The 
IATI registry12 and AidData13 are two such examples 
of ODA information sources. These sites compile 
and allow for querying and use of reported data. 

We compare information from these sources across 
several dimensions. First, we look at the overall count 
of projects reported per donor over 2007 – 2016. 
Second, we narrow the search to look at the project 
count for climate change adaptation and disaster risk 
reduction activities14 for the same time period. These 
project counts are compared to what is reported on 
donor websites for the same time period. Through this 
comparison exercise, we seek to understand whether 
these sources are commensurate in their information 
provision. For example, for the 2007 – 2016 period, are 
the number of projects funded by the World Bank the 
same regardless of which source we chose to obtain our 
information? Inconsistent information across sources 
hinders transparency of donors’ activities and could 
lead to erroneous conclusions about donor activity, 
dependent on the source used. Additionally, what 
should be considered the authoritative source for ODA 
project-level information?

Evaluating Available Information
In the second phase, we use data from IATI, to evaluate 
the availability and quality of detailed project level 
information. This delves deeper into understanding how 
consistent project-level information is available (i.e., can 
you consistently find project-level documentation for a 
random sample of projects from a donor’s portfolio) 
and the quality of such available information (e.g., 
short descriptions, detailed project documents). Thus, 
we seek to understand whether donors consistently 
provide the necessary data and information to evaluate 
their purpose and activities in recipient countries (for 
the 2007 – 2016 period).

We obtain lists of projects for each donor and 
country combination (i.e., across our 5 donors and 
11 countries) from IATI to examine the availability, 
accessibility, and quality of project information. We 
leverage the PWYF ATI, which uses 39 indicators to 
monitor both the availability of aid information and 
its published format.15 These indicators are grouped 
into two categories, namely commitment to aid 
transparency and publication of aid information (at 
the organization and activity levels). In our approach, 
we combine the ATI’s organizational level indicators 
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with a modification of the activity level indicators. We 
evaluate 18 indicators at the activity level, listed below 
in Table 1. The table also describes why and how each 
indicator will be evaluated. We examine 20 randomly 
chosen projects from each donor’s country portfolio for 
their publication of information.16 Thus, across the five 
major donors for each country, we will examine up to 
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Table 1: List of Indicators

Indicator Objective Explanation

Accessibility
Can the data (i.e. project 

documentation) be found within a 
reasonable amount of time? 

A coder will set a timer and attempt to find the 
file within 10 minutes. Files that are not found will 

be given a rating of 0 and we stop this project’s 
continued evaluation.  

Implementer Is the name of the primary 
implementing organization available?  

If the implementer is listed then the project will 
receive one point. 

Unique ID Can a unique identifying project 
number be found? 

If the project’s unique ID is plainly stated on the page 
then one point will be awarded. No points given for 

ID’s that are only listed in the URL.

Title Can a title be found for the project? 
If the full name of the title, without acronyms is 

stated on the page then the data source will receive 
one point.

Activity Description Are descriptions available for one or 
all activities? 

If there is a description of the activity that is longer 
than 10 words, then the project will receive one 

point. 

Planned Dates Are planned start and end dates 
available? 

If the dates for which the project is supposed to start 
and end on are present, including the month and the 

year for each, then one point will be awarded. 

Actual Dates Are actual start and end dates 
available? 

If the actual dates are explicitly stated as actual dates 
(dates without an explanation are assumed to be 

planned dates), with month and the year for each, 
then one point will be awarded. 

Current Status Can the current status of the project 
be found? 

Projects listed as under-design, being implemented, 
finished, or cancelled will receive one point. 

10017 projects per country, totaling approximately 916 
projects reviewed across our study area.

We evaluate each of the following indicators (Table 1). 
These indicators are assigned a score of 0 or 1. Thus, 
scores can range from 0 to 18, with 18 being the best 
possible rating under our approach.
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Indicator Objective Explanation

Contact Details Can contact details be found for the 
project? 

Projects with contact information listed for 
the project manager, implementing or funding 
organization, will receive one point. Contact 

information can be an email address, telephone 
number, or mailing address. 

Finance type Is this project a grant, loan, export 
credit or debt relief?

Mention of the finance type on project document 
will receive one point. 

Sectors Is there separate and explicit mention 
of the activity’s sector?

Explicit statements of the activity’s sector will receive 
one point. 

Sub-national Location Can sub-national location 
information be found for the project? 

Projects with subnational (e.g., town, village) activity 
location will be given one point. Projects that are for 

a country or province level can list the provincial 
capital or country capital as their location. 

Evaluations Can evaluations documents be found 
for this project?

Closed projects with evaluation documentation 
present will be awarded one point. If projects are 

ongoing or recently closed, then we do not code for 
this indicator. 

Objectives

Are the objectives of the activity stated? 
They need to include the detailed 

description of the activity, the target 
sector/group and expected outcomes.

Projects with objectives included will be awarded 
one point.

Budget Can a budget be found for the 
project?

Projects with budgets that detail the spending for 
activities and break it down on different lines will 

receive one point. 

Commitments Are high-level commitments to the 
project available? 

Projects with high level commitments mentioned 
will be awarded one point.

Impact Appraisals Can a pre-project impact analysis be 
found? 

Projects that have pre-project impact analysis that 
describe the totality of positive or negative effects of 
the development intervention, will receive one point. 

Environmental impact assessments will count as a 
pre-project impact analysis. 

Format Can the appropriate format be found 
for the project? 

Project information on a website or PDF document 
will receive 0.5. Project information made available 

on a website or document and a web-readable format 
will receive 1.

Table 1 Continued



These discrepancies in aid information point to several 
weaknesses in transparency so far. Donors do not appear 
to report consistent information. IATI signatories are 
required to report to the registry, whereas AidData 
receives its data from a variety of sources, including 
donors and OECD. While this may explain some of 
the discrepancies, it is clear that more can be done to 
ensure consistency. The differences across the sources 
casts doubt on the veracity of the information – who 
should we consider to be the authoritative source? This 
is of particular concern as civil society and research 
organizations increasingly refer to these sources for 
information on donor activities: these differences 
could lead to varying conclusions, depending on the 

information source. Further, this is problematic in light 
of calls for transparency on climate- and disaster risk-
related aid and activities. If available information on 
all aid to these countries is inconsistent, it complicates 
analysis on CCA/DRM–related aid as well. We further 
explore the quality of available information in the next 
section.

Further Evaluation of Available 
Information
We apply a modified version of the ATI methodology 
to evaluate the quality of available aid information. 
Through this, we evaluated the availability of 
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Table 2: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Bangladesh

Bangladesh IATI AidData Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 85 19 21* 2* 167 43
DFID 336 140 136* 41* 34 12
JICA 392 114 368 61 39 12

USAID 588 -** 837 197 1385 281
World Bank 38 21 7 23 103 99

*These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.

Exploring Transparency: Results

We find that despite recent commitments to 
transparency, donors have yet to consistently publish 
and make available information on their past and 
current programs, particularly in the recipient 
countries we analyzed. We also find that there is no one 
authoritative source of project level ODA commitments 
or project counts. 

Comparing Sources
Under this first phase, we find that IATI, AidData, 
and donor websites, vary significantly on the number 
of projects implemented over the 2007 – 2016 period. 

This finding holds true regardless of whether we look at 
the overall number of projects or those that are climate 
and disaster-risk related, across all 11 countries in our 
study region. Table 2 below highlights reported project 
numbers across sources and donors for Bangladesh. 
Appendix A provides similar tables for other study-
area countries. Project numbers varied significantly – 
for example, USAID reported 588 projects to IATI, 837 
to AidData, but lists 1,385 projects on their own website 
for the 2007 – 2016 period. We found that these various 
websites’ information had different levels of quality. 
Reported information on IATI and AidData often had 
missing dates or activity descriptions, complicating 
our search for comparative datasets.
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project documentation, the quality and depth of 
this documentation, and whether such information 
allowed further analysis of project activities’ relevance 
to climate change and disaster risk reduction.

With our sample of up to 20 projects per donor 
per country (with a total of 916 projects across 11 
countries), we find that donors’ published information 
is often inadequate, hindering detailed analysis of their 
activities and relevance to climate change adaptation 
or disaster risk management. The Asian Development 
Bank (13.85 or 77%)18 and the World Bank (15.74 or 
87.4%) are the most transparent, consistently providing 
information across our 18 indicators. Table 3 provides 
overall donor scores. On the other hand, we find that 
USAID (0.20 or 1%) and JICA (4.62 or 25.6%) are the 
least transparent, barely providing any information 
on their projects. For example, USAID reports 
their project titles as “N/A” or “OP UNIT-WIDE 
PROGRAM SUPPORT - Program Support Program 
Design and Learning”, with no unique identifiers, 
thus making it difficult to find appropriate supporting 
documentation. Similarly, several of JICA’s reported 
projects were titled “TC- Aggregated Activities” 

indicating technical cooperation activities. However, 
without additional titular or unique identifiers, we 
could not find supporting information. Without such 
unique and identifying information, further analysis 
of projects and their activities is rendered next to 
impossible and complicated our efforts to understand 
donors’ activities in the CCA/DRM sphere.

Improving the Data Deluge
Our preliminary analysis indicates that aid 
transparency commitments have motivated donors to 
share relevant data to multiple venues, like IATI and 
AidData. However, these information-sharing efforts 
are generally inconsistent and superficial. Using the 
same criteria, we compared data available on IATI, 
AidData, and donor’s websites and found that the 
number of reported projects varied wildly across 
these sources, thus leading to possible erroneous 
conclusions of donors’ activities. Similarly, we found 
that the provided information often does not allow 
for further analysis. The World Bank, the Asian 
Development Bank, and DFID, more consistently 

Table 3: Average Donor Transparency Scores Across 11 Countries

Country/ Donor # Evaluated ADB DFID JICA USAID World Bank
Overall (%) 76.9% 57% 25.7% 1.11% 87.4%

Overall  (Raw) 916 13.85 10.27 4.62 0.20 15.74
Bangladesh 100 15.67 11.40 3.55 0.00 14.08

Bhutan 31 16.17 N/A 1.78 0.00 14.50
Cambodia 93 12.10 10.28 1.67 0.00 16.60

India 100 16.00 12.93 4.35 0.00 17.00
Laos 86 15.85 5.00 7.65 0.75 16.97

Myanmar 77 15.00 11.88 1.08 0.00 16.05
Nepal 87 14.55 11.44 1.67 0.00 15.70

Pakistan 100 14.80 9.88 5.00 0.00 15.30
Sri Lanka 100 15.10 9.70 7.85 0.00 15.10
Thailand 42 15.00 9.50 5.69 0.00 16.00
Vietnam 100 15.95 10.73 10.53 1.45 15.80
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provide adequate documentation to further analyze 
their activities. However, even these actors have room 
for improvement. In general, we find that despite 
increased availability and quantity of aid-related data, 
these are often not adequate in facilitating further 
analysis and conclusions are highly dependent on the 
source of information. 

Donors and key actors could take several concrete 
steps to address these deficiencies. First, donors 
should report the same information at similar 
intervals to these registries and websites and should 
ensure that their organizational websites also reflect 
the same information. Additionally, each project 
should be required to have a unique title and donor-
based identifying number, allowing for independent 
verification of the project. Currently, such information 
is often not unique in available databases, complicating 
verification processes. Second, as PWYF and others 
have outlined, donors still lag in publishing additional 
supporting project documentation. Without such 

documentation, tracking climate change- or disaster 
risk- related aid activities continues to be difficult, 
if not, impossible. Donors’ activity documentation 
should be published; this should be required if their 
activities are to be counted towards climate-related 
international commitments. 

Aid transparency commitments and associated efforts 
have improved and hastened donors’ sharing of aid-
related information and documentation. However, such 
sharing efforts appear to be superficial, inconsistent, and 
of various qualities and depth. Efforts to improve such 
data sharing should continue, particularly to ensure 
consistent and accurate reporting across multiple sites, 
inclusion of necessary data (e.g., titles and descriptions), 
and publishing of additional documentation that 
describe actual activities. Improving the quality and 
consistency of the current data deluge is necessary if 
transparency movements are to achieve their intended 
objectives.
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Appendix A  

The following tables indicate the reported number of projects from different sources for the remaining ten study 
area countries.

Table 4: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Bhutan

Bhutan IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 28 6 0 0 49 10
DFID Does not operate in Bhutan
JICA 191 52 0 0 2 0

USAID 3 -** 0 0 6 6
World Bank 7 3 0 0 41 14

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.

Table 5: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Cambodia

Cambodia IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 68 12 218 0 105 34
DFID 49 12 0 0 194 79
JICA 478 107 0 0 13 5

USAID 628 -** 0 0 2083 66
World Bank 10 3 48 19 67 26

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.

Table 6: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for India

India IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 112 45 372 0 325 107
DFID 303 137 0 0 44 10
JICA 309 90 0 0 62 27

USAID 535 -** 0 0 2281 444
World Bank 91 54 1578 1265 671 234

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.
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Table 8: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Myanmar

Myanmar IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 6 2 0 0 58 9
DFID 249 146 159 12 19 9
JICA 590 177 524 0 19 6

USAID 263 -** 847 0 869 201
World Bank 11 6 2 0 18 6

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.

Table 9: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Nepal

Nepal IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 55 17 31 0 114 36
DFID 317 141 232 0 44 16
JICA 299 74 359 0 4 2

USAID 697 -** 812 0 2856 468
World Bank 23 14 26 0 69 41

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.

Table 7: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Laos

Laos IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 51 16 228 0 82 24
DFID 8 0 0 0 1 0
JICA 394 115 0 0 7 1

USAID 78 -** 0 0 206 31
World Bank 18 13 89 0 104 43

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.
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Table 10: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Pakistan

Pakistan IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 67 26 7 0 126 28
DFID 416 163 466 0 43 11
JICA 299 95 419 0 12 3

USAID 737 -** 1620 0 3788 784
World Bank 36 19 21 0 100 67

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.

Table 11: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 10 0 41 0 86 35
DFID 41 36 -*** -*** -*** -***
JICA 351 118 411 0 24 6

USAID 193 -** 766 0 1544 225
World Bank 8 4 2 0 155 49

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI. 
*** Does not have official operations in Sri Lanka

Table 12: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Thailand

Thailand IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 1 0 1 - 36 4
DFID 2 0 -*** -*** -*** -***
JICA 320 115 509 0 6 1

USAID 35 -** 783 0 281 20
World Bank 1 0 0 0 158 12

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.
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Table 13: Number of Projects (2007 – 2016) Across Sources for Vietnam

Vietnam IATI AidData* Donor Website
All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM All CCA/DRM

ADB 31 4 4 0 199 52
DFID 63 21 0 0 0 0
JICA 551 156 0 0 78 16

USAID 253 -** 0 0 1316 102
World Bank 26 13 13 0 254 103

* These numbers differ depending on whether blanks are included in the year or activity descriptions.
** USAID does not report sector classifications to IATI.
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it by 100. 
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INTRODUCTION
Ximus. Aquis eum volore et acerepu dandit vendit, 
ut prepreic test explam, alibusa volorio remoluptio il 
inctia nem rest, te as aut odignatem. Hilluptatem adio. 
Nam et, sit, ut quidelitamet estia voloreseque nimus as 
sint aperum ipsam es ne asperrum aditat quidemqui 
dollaborunt aute evenisc idestru menectore perunt 
officim cone molor se net endite comnimi nverum fuga. 
Itat aut ex eiumquibus dolor asin el illaborunti beritibus 
sitat es ipicatius rem quunt alitas simi, quas nonseque 
vellisc idipis dolupis ciuriti buscia ditia est et porepti 
occum dit officae nim reperru mquaest ioressi tatur? 
Qui quo voluptae nihil magniet iumque quias verum 
eaquae eum doloruntis et excessunt ad quis evenimi, 
te ditatur, alibustiae est dolo cus soluptatet excesequi 
quiaerumquae peroviti conseque sedisquias molorrorest 
et que doloreprest, qui tempost, corepreratem solupta 
sit placilia doluptat.

Genimo modis modis de re volo voloreruntum autatin 
et perum etur, sedi ut por ratur? Aquatur reptium, 
aut ped et la vitia quis delestrum quibusdam laut lam 
ulpa dolupti orumqui tem harciet ium quae cusa none 
delesectur asitemp elique sint veribus, sed qui asimusda 
quo ipsam nam, simi, es pre labores tiusdan tiatem eari 
nectatem. Loriatum fuga. Faccum alibus evellanimus 
pror restiis sit harum fuga. Nequas aut vid que placest 
isquae. Nat volore si nonsecearios in pos illaccus sitati 
ut et, quo ommolorrovid es remquo cuptatiis sin et, 
omnihiliqui con rest moditate ne nectem corro ellor mo 
et pa etur, cullece perferit a verum, iunt.

Ediae. Et doluptaqui ut adicimus nobis aut optatur 
rehendes atem sequi dem quas alis mod quaspit, 
consern atiosa volum que accatur moluptate quunte 
acipsam, tesciisit qui repedig namusciendae sequi dis 
des eum, corrunt ut is autatiscit volecatur aut essim 
accus eossitate enis aliquam entore nobitis doleceate 
dem fugit, to bea pe culpa doles ime simi, volupta que sit 
faccum ius entistr umquatiis ressinctas et ratur, sum quo 
qui atentia verrum quamet ant aut fugiaerum harcita nis 
rem vollora tinisquiae perum facius volorpor as quodit, 
sit eumetur, sum quosamus, ute volendus doluptas ute 
re volupta cuptios ex et exere, si dolores temqui nessita 
speles di odi comnis as dolum cor sum nate sus dolorEx 
endus deri odiandi tassequi untur si nusant maio et 
quas mod eos sunt a dolupta sperum doluptas enimus 
seque nos sam nos illor autempor minvenit, to ellibus, 
sunti de volorrum in nam autatur epudit aut facia sedita 
di naturit, voluptatur aut et doluptur?

ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Ebitia imintusdae omnimpor aboremo lupietum eum 
dolupta ernatem hic tempost ibuscie niatquidunt aut 
maio molupta que ni digenih illorum vernatem vitatia 
sperovi tatiusd aernatur?

Ga. Ut aliaeri beaquam untenis adi dio. Hic tem 
nulloresciis unti voluptae. Uremodi accab ipsandi 
solupta tendelias derum adipitam facides di re cumquiae 
vel illupti busdam, optati doloreruptam sequodi 
gnihicipsam fugia pe nobit et aut et earcid quatent volor 
acea dis molum et estio cum harum, simi, ut lacipsapero 
est faceatur seque vition net, cone ellanis dolorero tores 
quam evelibus, con re quiscit voluptam, natemqui aut 
inum volorum aliqui rescipici odi coritatur? Et estis 
doluptae restiam nus, tem quis aut aspero tem harchil 
iquaero is abo. Dame nestemperum, testrum quaspellor 
ressimi nihitam facest pro berumende natquatis 
doluptatem fugit lab ium quo veris ex exero es cullabo 
reperei cimpere, officii storum il inctur magnis eatios 
est, abo. Nam, untibus, que nos id endis ipsa dio ommos 
numquunt ratis am, qui venihicae velentotaspe opta 
dis aut eume is alibusam quamet voluptaeped quam, 
quam, quunt.Us ut que num eos estemque soluptaspe 
quidelibus ma nullibus eatis aut qui aspienit labor autas 
nullut laborro beraers peditaquos autem vid quas dis 
serepud itatem et eos eum quossitest esecto mincidunt
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